Ten little things
Jenn Ski

Let’s count along with Ten Little Things, Jenn Ski’s debut collection by Moda. The main panel is made up of ten illustrations with numbers and pictures - great for a child’s quilt and will be featured in an adorable project for a softy book for kids to practice counting and writing their numbers. The coordinating prints feature complementary patterns inspired by the main design - numbers, owls, toy trucks and other objects of whimsy. Jenn’s designs are inspired by natural textures with a retro aesthetic, and have a fun, playful quality that children of all ages will enjoy.

* Part of Half Assortment
Cluck Cluck Sew Pattern: CCS 126 or CCS 126G – Dottie
Size: 61” x 69”
**Bella Solids to blend with Ten Little Things**

Bella Solids are not included in the Assortments or Precuts.

---

**Delivery: March, 2012**

- Asst. 30500-15 – 15 Yards of Each
- Asst. 30500-12 – 12 Yards of Each
- Asst. 30500-10 – 10 Yards of Each
- Asst. 30500-10H – 10 Yards of 16 Skus

- 30500AB – Bundle: 30 Skus -18” x 22”
- 30500JR – Jellyroll (40) 2 ½”x45” Strips - PK 4
- 30500LC – Layer Cake (42) 10”x10” Squares - PK 4
- 30500PP – (42) 5”x5” Squares - PK 12
- PS30500 – Project Sheets - PK 25

ABs include one panel - 30500-11.

JR’s, LC’s and PP’s do not include panels.

JR’s, LC’s and PP’s include two each of 30505 and 30504-11, 17 & 19.

Bella Solids are not included in the Assortments or Precuts.

Sku: 31 Prints - 8 Bella Solids

44”-45” 100% Cotton